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SPOT THE ERROR!! SOLUTIONS 

 

1.(c)Explanation : Subject is serious complaints of theft so they has been used. With they 

need will be used and not needs. 

2.(b) verb used will be pose. 

3.(c)Explanation : Subject is everyone which is treated as singular .So verb used will be is. 

1. (a)Explanation : The verb used will be according to the first subject the teacher. So it 

will be is. 

RULE : ‘Unlike’, no less than’, ‘nothing but’ ‘As well as’, ‘with’, ‘alongwith’, ‘together 

with’, ‘and not’,    ‘In addition to’, ‘but’, ‘besides’, ‘except’, ‘rather than’, 

‘accompained by’ and ‘like’ . If these words are the connecting words that join two subjects 

then the verb used will be according to the first subject. 

5.(c)Explanation : The subject is request so verb used will be was. 

6.(b)Explanation : The Secretary and Principal is being used for the same person so the verb 

used will be      singular. 

7.(b)Explanation : She is singular so finds will be used instead of find. 

8.(a)Explanation : The youth (The present young generation) is an abstract noun and abstract 

nouns are uncountable and considered singular. The verb used will be singular. 

9.(c)Explanation : Replace are by is. 

1. (d) RULE : ‘Unlike’, no less than’, ‘nothing but’ ‘As well as’, ‘with’, ‘alongwith’, 

‘together with’,  

‘and not’,   ‘In  addition to’, ‘but’, ‘besides’, ‘except’, ‘rather than’, ‘accompained by’ 

and ‘like’ . If these words are the connecting words that join two subjects then the verb used 

will be according to the first subject. 

11.(c)Explanation : Subject is knowledge which is singular .So verb used will be is 

12.(b) Rule of Relative pronouns 

Sometimes the pronoun who, that, or which is the subject of a verb in the middle of the 

sentence . The   pronouns who, that, and which become singular or plural according to the 

noun directly in front of them. So, if that noun is singular, use a singular verb. If it is plural, 

use a plural verb. 
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The verb should not be chosen according to the subject of the sentence. 

13.(d) 

1. (b)Explanation : Replace enjoys by enjoy as scientists is plural. 

15.(b)Explanation : Subject is people all over the world which is plural .So verb used will be 

need and not needs. 

16.(b) Explanation : Subject is Patience which is singular .So verb used will be is. 

RULE : ‘Unlike’, no less than’, ‘nothing but’ ‘As well as’, ‘with’, ‘alongwith’, ‘together 

with’, ‘and not’, ‘In  addition to’, ‘but’, ‘besides’, ‘except’, ‘rather than’, ‘accompained 

by’ and ‘like’ . If these words are the connecting words that join two subjects then the verb 

used will be according to the first subject. 

17.(b)Explanation : Subject is You and I which is plural .So verb used will be are. 

18.(a)  Explanation : Subject is many important details which is plural .So verb used will be 

are. 

19 (d) 

20(c)Replace ‘how did they feel’ by ‘how they felt’ as the sentence is not an interrogative 

sentence so interrogative pattern should not be followed. 

21(b)Deers is incorrect. Deer is correct. 

22 (d)No error 

23 (b)My group is singular so replace are by is. 

24(b)Use the before police. Article the is used before the names of forces. 

25(d)No error 

26(c)Replace My grandfather tomb by my grandfather’s tomb. 

27(b)Replace ‘walk’ by ‘a walk’as walk is being used as a noun here and not as a verb. 

28(a)Use has grown in place of grew.Present perfect will be used here as present perfect is 

used for changes  that have taken place over a period of time. 

29(a)Replace carefully by careful.An adjective will be used here and not an adverb. 

30(b)Replace are by “Have been”.If since has been used in the latter part of the sentence 

then       present perfect  will be used in the first part. 

31(b)Replace loose by lose. Incorrect word is used here. 
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32(a)Replace is living by “Has been living” present perfect tense will be used as it is an 

activity that            started in the past and is still going on. 

33(d)No error. 

34(d)No error. 

35(c)Replace its by his as the subject is Fred. 

36(d)No error. 

37(d)No error. 

38(b)Replace than by from. When two things or persons are compared preposition from is 

used. 

39(c)Replace but by but also. 

40(a)It is an imaginagry sentence so a plural verb were will be used. 

 


